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“21st Century literacy is the 
ability to learn, unlearn and 
relearn.”



Thank you
If what Sir Alec Issigonis said is true, that a camel is a horse designed 
by committee, we’ve created a beautiful camel together! A camel is a 
highly efficient machine known for its function, and that’s exactly what 
we’ve brought you this year.

From WCTE, I’d especially like to thank Marti Matyska for her 
negotiation skills; Linda Barrington for her phenomenal desktop 
publishing; Tom Scott for his dedication to registration and managing 
our finances; and Lynn Aprill for her convention blasts.

From my home campus of UW-Rock County, I’d like to thank the 
members of the English Honor Society (the Gamma Delta chapter of 
Sigma Kappa Delta) for looking up hundreds of e-mail addresses. Off 
campus, I’d like to thank my partner Mark for helping me label and 
stamp more than 1,000 save-the-date postcards.

Last, and certainly not least, I’d like to thank the members of the 
WCTE Executive Board and District Directors who volunteered to lead 
sessions or made key contacts for session speakers.

Now let’s get “Back to the Book” and have a great conference!

Program by Linda Barrington

 Visit our exhibitors: 
Association of American Educators
Booksource
EMC Publishing
Heinemann/Maris Education
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt 
Zaner-Bloser

John Pruitt
2014 WCTE  First Vice-President and Convention Chair
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Welcome
As 2014 WCTE Convention Chair and incoming presi-
dent, I want to welcome you to our state convention. 
I understand that leaving the classroom isn’t easy, 
but I’m sure you’ll leave Oshkosh with a wealth of 
information, inspiration, and ideas.

Our convention’s title, “Back to the Book,” came 
from an urge to investigate how older pedagogies 
have influenced us and can still apply to our current 

students. With conflicting messages about how, where, how often, and 
with what understanding the K-16 population reads, we must continue 
sharing strategies not only for encouraging our students to read for 
classes, but to motivate them to read for pleasure. According to the 
research, if students lose interest in reading by middle school, they 
rarely recover it.

It’s my hope that we all leave this convention feeling invigorated and 
challenged! We all know that it’s never too late to become a lifelong 
reader. Today can be the first day of your students’ reading life.

John Pruitt
2014 WCTE  First Vice-President and Convention Chair
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Sara Kajder is an English teacher, published 
author, university faculty member and 
consultant. A former professor and high 
school English teacher, she received the 
first National Technology Fellowship in 
English/Language Arts. An internationally-
known speaker, she is also the author of the 
2012 Britton Award winning Adolescents’ 
Digital Literacies: Learning Alongside Our 
Students (NCTE, 2010), Bringing the Outside In 
(Stenhouse, 2006), and The Tech Savvy English 
Classroom (Stenhouse, 2003).

THURSDAY WORKSHOP:  (Re)inventing 
Reading in the Secondary Classroom

FRIDAY KEYNOTE:  Pixels and Pages:
Teaching Readers with the Book and the 
Screen

Meet Sara Kajder

Outstanding 
Student 

Teacher of the 
Year Award

HAYLEY 
NATTINGER

Riverside 
University High 

School 
Milwaukee

WCTE Awards
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Lee Burress 
Intellectual 

Freedom 
Award

KAYLA PIPER
 grad student  
UW-LaCrosse

Nancy Hoefs 
Memorial 
Award for 

Outstanding 
First Year 
Teacher

ADELE ADAMS 
Fond du Lac 
High School

Outstanding 
Student 

Teacher of the 
Year Award 

EMILY ALGER-
FESER

D.C. Everest 
High School

Weston

NCTE Teacher 
of Excellence

BLAIR 
PERZENTKA 

Marshall High 
School



THURSDAY, OCTOBER 23               OVERVIEW

Half-day Pre-convention in-dePtH WorksHoP, 12:30 - 4:00
(Re)inventing Reading in the Secondary Classroom

Sara Kajder, Shady Side Academy, Pittsburgh, Penn.
Paul L. Exhibition Hall

afternoon, 4:30 - 6:00
WCEE Board Meeting

Paul L. Exhibition Hall

evening, 5:30 - 8:00
WCTE Board Meeting

Lake Poygan Room 

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 24     OVERVIEW

Registration, Exhibits  7:30
Prefunction area

Continental Breakfast 7:30 - 9:00
Paul L. Exhibition Hall

Breakout A. Sessions 8:00 - 8:50  (See page 4 for details.)

Welcome, Lynn Frick, President 
Keynote Address   9:00 - 10 :00
           Pixels and Pages:  Teaching Readers with the Book and the Screen
          Sara Kajder, Shady Side Academy, Pittsburgh, Penn.

Paul L. Exhibition Hall

Breakout B. Sessions 10:10- 11:00  (See page 5-6 for details.)
Breakout C. Sessions 11:10 - noon  (See page 7-8 for details.)

Exhibit Walk  noon - 12:15 

Luncheon 12:15 - 1:15
           Gather with your CESA colleagues
           Awards presented during dessert  (See p. 2 at left for award winners.)
Leander Chaote

Breakout D. Sessions 1:30 - 2:20  (See page 9-10 for details.)
Breakout E. Sessions 2:30 - 3:20  (See page 11-12 for details.)

Annual WCTE Meeting  3:30 - 4:00
Thistle
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  Breakout A. Sessions 8:00-8:50 a.m.
E -  Elementary        M - Middle       S - Secondary       C - College      G - General      P- Pre-service     F - First-year 

A.1  The Westing Game: Mystery and the Pursuit of Reading Strategies in the 
English Classroom

[M, S, P, F, G]  KM Hutchinson

Diane Munsch – Chilton Middle School , djmunsch@aol.com
The Westing Game by Ellen Raskin offers the opportunity to engage students in a 
mystery while unlocking “key” reading and vocabulary strategies. Cause and Effect 
Relationships, Compare and Contrast, Conflict, and  Perspective of Characters, Main 
Idea and Themes, Sequencing, Conflict: Man verses Man, Man verses Self, Man verses 
Nature will be addressed in an engaging way to help all readers but especially the 
reluctant reader to engage and enjoy the reading experience.

A.2  This American Life: Radio, Writing, and Podcasting in the Classroom

[S] Anna M

Joe Belknap – Port Washington High School, joe.belknap@pwssd.k12.wi.us
This session examines the radio program, This American Life, as a mentor text for the 
writing process and student created podcasts. We will explore excerpts of episodes 
and interviews from TAL in order to understand the “moves” and choices journalists 
and storytellers make when creating effective and memorable radio; these “moves” 
and choices provide formulas for writing and podcasting.

A. 3  The Research Process: A Critical Thinking, Inquiry-Based Approach

[M, S, P, F] BF Carter

Jennifer White – P.J.Jacobs Junior High School, jwhite@pointschools.net 
Kelly Seefeldt  – P.J. Jacobs Junior High School, kseefeld@pointschools.net
The Common Core asks that we teach our students the research process: how to 
gather information from a variety of print and digital sources to answer questions 
and pose their own questions (Writing Standards 8 & 7) and how to reflect on their 
research and findings (Writing Standard 9). To help students really understand 
research skills is hard work. This session will provide you with tools and insights into 
the step by step process you can use to help your students improve their research and 
inquiry skills.

4  —  WCTE 2014 Convention  
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B.1  Common, Digital: Drafting Digital Assessments and Rubrics That Drive 
Successful SLOs

[M, S]  KM Hutchinson

Zachary Taylor – Watertown High School, ztaylorreading@gmail.com
This presentation articulates the process of drafting common, digital, department-
level assessments and rubrics targeting ELA CCSS designed to drive effective SLOs at 
the middle and high school levels.

B.2  Not Your Mother’s English Class

[P] Anna M

Kimberly Guy –  Office of Instruction, Milwaukee Public Schools, guykl@milwaukee.k12.wi.us
The purpose of this workshop is to engage participants in discourse around the con-
cept of “student engagement.” This workshop is designed for pre-service and seasoned 
teachers seeking methods of engagement that connect with the students they will 
teach in the near future.

B.3   Let’s Talk about Books: Creating a Community of Readers

 [M, G] BF Carter

Mary Ann Fuetz – Sennet Middle School, mfeutz@madison.k12.wi.us
Karen Vieth – Sennet Middle School, kvieth@madison.k12.wi.us
This interactive workshop will immerse participants in the world of middle school 
literacy. Strategies for creating a community of motivated, engaged readers will be 
shared. Participants will take home ideas and activities that can be implemented im-
mediately in their classes.

E -  Elementary        M - Middle       S - Secondary       C - College      G - General      P- Pre-service     F - First-year

  Breakout B. Sessions 10:10 -11:00 a.m.

Scan to give feedback on 
individual sessions
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B.4   How to Start Flipping Your English Classroom (or Any Content Area) with the 
Movenote App

[M, S]  Henrietta

Laura Barbieri – Muskego-Norway School District, laura.barbieri@muskegonorway.org
This proposal is designed to provide teachers with quick and easy tool to begin flip-
ping classes. The MoveNote app is free and easily accessible for the beginner. Within 
this workshop, teachers can load (as long as there is Internet access and teachers have 
laptops) the app and create a lesson.

B. 5  Multi-Media Nonfiction

[S, C]  Thistle

Heidi Edwards – Union Grove High School, hedwards@ug.k12.wi.us
This session centers on creating a high-interest course that uses multiple mediums 
of nonfiction. Students are able to practice evidence-based writing, argumentation, 
speaking, and reading from non-literature based sources. Parts of this course are easily 
adaptable to individual nonfiction units within a literary-based English course. Attend-
ees will leave with printed artifacts, lesson plans, how-to’s for technology components, 
and electronic resources. Components will show how to use Google Docs and Prezi..

B.6   Solving the Problem of the Binary: Moving Students from Formula to Free 
Thoughts in Reading and Writing

[S] Evelyn

Lisa Floading – Port Washington High School, lisa.floading@pwssd.k12.wi.us
Amy Harter – Port Washington High School, amy.harter@pwssd.k12.wi.us
This session focuses on strategies to help students attain greater complexity in their think-
ing and writing. We will propose ways in which we can encourage our students to embrace 
the discomfort of working outside of a formula, and provide techniques for moving stu-
dents into truly academic ways of approaching topics in fiction and nonfiction.

E -  Elementary        M - Middle       S - Secondary       C - College      G - General      P- Pre-service     F - First-year
  Breakout B. Sessions 10:10 - 11:00 a.m.

Scan to give feedback on 
individual sessions
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C.1  From Linear to Multi-Modal: Teaching Reading in 21st Century Classrooms 
through the Remixing and Re-Imagining of Assignments

[G] KM Hutchinson

Stephanie Shedrow – UW-Madison, shedrow@wisc.edu
Lindsay Stuetzel – UW-Madison, stoetzel@wisc.edu
“Remixing” in the classroom is not a new concept; however, our presentation offers 
an accessible and non-threatening approach to creatively redesign course material 
for education in technology enriched classrooms.  By highlighting our framework for 
curricular inquiry, providing examples of our own remixing, and allowing space and 
time for collaborative brainstorming, we hope to inspire participants to think about 
their curricular in new and exciting ways. 

C.2  Plan B, Plan C, Plan D and More: When Your Lesson Plan Doesn’t Work

[E, M, C, G, P, F] Anna M

Kathy Nelson – Arrowhead High School, nelson@arrowheadschools.org 
It happens to every teacher all too often. Something goes wrong with the lesson you 
had planned. Short of an impromptu study hall, what rabbits can you pull from your 
hat? Come learn what this veteran teacher does and bring your own ideas to share. So 
the next time the Internet goes down or the student scheduled to present is absent, 
you will have an assortment of alternative, educational backups ready to go.

C.3  Q/A for Pre-Service, First-Year, and Student Teachers

[P, F] BF Carter

Jenn Fishman – Marquette University, jennfishman.phd@gmail.com
Maggie Jordan – Marquette University student, margaret.jordan@marquette.edu
Tom Scott – UW-Milwaukee, tscott2@uwm.edu
John Zbikowski – UW-Whitewater, jzbikows@uww.edu
English educators will lead a question and answer session for those entering or new to 
the teaching field.

E -  Elementary        M - Middle       S - Secondary       C - College      G - General      P- Pre-service     F - First-year

   Breakout C. Sessions 11:10 a.m. -noon

Scan to give feedback on 
individual sessions
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C.4  Classroom #Interaction

[S, C] Henrietta

Fred Jandt – Madison Area Technical College, fjandt@madisoncollege.edu
In the few years since their inception, hashtags have expanded beyond their original 
online realm and can be found on television programming, banks and football stadi-
ums. This session examines the proliferation of hashtags, the genres formed around 
them and ways in which to incorporate them into an interactive classroom setting.

C.5  The Importance of Special Ed/Co-Teaching in the RtI Age

[M, S, F]  Thistle

Becky Kliebenstein – Dodgeville High School, bkliebenstein@dsd.k12.wi.us
Amanda Heisner – Dodgeville High School, aheisner@dsd.k12.wi.us
With an increasing focus on closing gaps and raising all student levels, a healthy part-
nership with special educators, including co-teaching opportunities, is essential for 
student and teacher success. Learn how to let go of your fear of “losing control” learn 
how to easily and effectively build differentiation into all of your classes, and have a 
chance to share what is working for you.

C.6  Are Students Ready to Be Tested against the CCSS in Reading?

[M, S] Evelyn

Kristine Lize – Cardinal Stritch University, kcmarver@gmail.com
This research study evaluated whether over 200 suburban sixth grade students were 
adequately prepared for evaluation against the rigor of the Common Core State 
Standards in Reading. Students were tested across three disciplines: literature, science 
and social studies. The presentation will discuss the results of the study, the research 
that supports the Standards and the formative assessment used for the evaluation.

   Breakout C. Sessions 11:10 - noon
E -  Elementary        M - Middle       S - Secondary       C - College      G - General      P- Pre-service     F - First-year

Scan to give feedback on 
individual sessions
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D. 1   Informed Readers are Informed Writers:  Using Informational Picture Books 
Across the Content Areas

[E, M]  KM Hutchinson

Jacqueline Easley – Carthage College, jeasley@carthage.edu
During this interactive presentation, participants will delve into a variety of informa-
tional picture books to explore creative methods for integrating literacy strategies 
across the curriculum, in alignment with Common Core State Standards.

D. 2   Doing Multigenre Inquiry Projects: Key Insights Learned from Pre-service 
Teachers’ Multigenre Inquiry Projects

[M, S, C, P]  Anna M

Jim Carlson – UW-La Crosse, jcarlson@uwlax.edu
In this session, participants will learn about the challenges and celebrations of doing 
multigenre inquiry projects with pre-service teachers from a range of disciplinary 
backgrounds.  Participants will learn about one literacy educator’s design and assess-
ment of a multigenre inquiry project while also seeing/experiencing some samples 
from the pre-service teacher’s multigenre projects.

D.3  Beyond the Quiz: Practical and Engaging Activities for Teaching the Novel

[M, S]  BF Carter

Gretchen McClain –  UW-Madison, gmcclain@wisc.edu
In this session, Gretchen McClain will be discussing and demonstrating fun and thought-
ful activities that go beyond the quiz when teaching the novel.  These activities get 
kids thinking about what they read and what it means.   Activities will include “Stump 
the Teacher,”  “Classroom Q n A,”  and “Socratic Circles.”  You can always drop a quiz on 
students to make sure they are reading, but these activities are good for both checking 
on reading and getting them to think more deeply about the text.

E -  Elementary        M - Middle       S - Secondary       C - College      G - General      P- Pre-service     F - First-year
   Breakout D. Sessions 1:30-2:20 p.m.

Scan to give feedback on 
individual sessions
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D.4  Merging Information Texts, Technology and Formative Analysis Quickwrites: 
Meeting the Common Core and Educator Effectiveness

[M, S]  Henrietta

Laura Barbieri – Muskego-Norway School District, laura.barbieri@muskegonorway.org
In this changing educational environment, teachers can be overwhelmed with initia-
tives. This proposal is designed to help teachers connect SLO/PPG to teaching the 
reading and writing of informational texts using technology and data collection. 
This workshop will still benefit paper/pencil classrooms. However, it will provide web 
resources to the teacher.

D.5  Listening to the Violas: Empowering Students with Autism in College English 
Writing

[C] Thistle

Jacqueline Justice Brown – Chippewa Valley Technical College,  jjusticebrown@cvtc.edu
As of 2014, there are only a handful of university courses across the globe that prepare 
college English teachers to empower adults with autism in their writing classes. Earlier 
this year, the CDC announced that one out of every 68 children in the U.S. will have 
autism. This means that all of our campuses have many students with autism: students 
who do not learn in neurotypical ways. Are we prepared to teach these students in the 
best ways possible? This lecture includes ten years of primary and secondary research to 
help the college English writing teacher to not just pass these students, but to empower 
them.

D. 6  Composition Skills in the Literature Classroom

[S, C] Evelyn

Karen McCleer – UW-Richland, karen.mcleer@uwc.edu
Students in first year college writing programs need strong rhetorical analysis skills to 
successfully navigate academic research across disciplines.  This task challenges some 
students if their previous experience has focused mainly on literary analysis.  Although 
one solution might be for students to read less literature and more nonfiction texts, 
I would like to share tips and techniques for teaching rhetorical analysis skills in the 
literature classroom.

E -  Elementary        M - Middle       S - Secondary       C - College      G - General      P- Pre-service     F - First-year

   Breakout D. Sessions 1:30-2:20 p.m.

Snacks served in the Prefunction area between D and E sessions

Scan to give feedback on 
individual sessions
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E.1  Required Reading: The Struggles of Introduction to Literature

[S, C] KM Hutchinson

Colleen Fenno, Concordia University, colleen.fenno@cuw.edu
This session will examine the process of trying to balance institutional objectives and 
required texts at a small, four year, Lutheran liberal arts college with the goal of trying 
to spark and maintain students’ interest. It will explore how the ability to choose the 
order and arrangement of reading may lead to increased student engagement. It will 
discuss arranging texts chronologically, by genre, and by topic or controlling idea, 
seeking different theoretical reasons for these practical decisions.

E.2  Best Practices from the Writing Project

[M, S] Anna M

Gretchen McClain– UW-Madison, gmcclain@wisc.edu
Mary Ann Fuetz – Sennet Middle School, mfeutz@madison.k12.wi.us
In this session, the presenters will deliver ideas and activities that they have learned 
through participating in the Writing Project’s Summer Institute.  They both have 
incorporated several activities into their classrooms. They will move from classroom 
warm ups to closing activities with enrichment ideas in between. They will also invite 
discussion about action research and professional development for teachers.  This ses-
sion highlights the CCSS regarding writing across the curriculum, but it will also draw 
on experts and cover some reading strategies, as well.

See E.3 on the next page. 

E -  Elementary        M - Middle       S - Secondary       C - College      G - General      P- Pre-service     F - First-year

  Breakout E. Sessions 2:30-3:20 p.m.

Scan to give feedback on 
individual sessions
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Thistle

E -  Elementary        M - Middle       S - Secondary       C - College      G - General      P- Pre-service     F - First-year
  Breakout E. Sessions 2:30-3:20 p.m.

E.3  Demystifying the UW Colleges First-Year Writing Placement Process

[S,C] BF Carter

Jack Van Treese – UW-Waukesha, jack.vantreese@uwc.edu
This presentation will provide an overview of the process through which newly 
enrolled students at the UW Colleges are placed in their first-semester writing course. 
Many of the thirteen UW Colleges campuses utilize multiple-measures placement 
in order to more accurately place students, giving them the support they need and 
allowing them to proceed more quickly through the first-year writing sequence. This 
presentation will be useful for secondary teachers seeking a greater understanding of 
how their students’ critical reading and writing skills will be evaluated when they come 
to the UW Colleges. It will also be of interest to English faculty at any level who are 
involved in assessing student writing for placement purposes and want to learn more 
about using multiple measures. 

WCTE ANNUAL MEETING 3:30-4:00

ScanWe’d like your feedback 
on the convention as a whole

Scan to give feedback on 
individual sessions



2015 WCTE Annual Convention: Milwaukee
October 15-16, 2015 
Inquiring Minds Learn to Read, Write, and Meet the CCSS
Featuring Jeff Wilhelm as workshop speaker on Thursday and 
keynote presenter on Friday

UW-Milwaukee School of Continuing Education Conference Center 
Conveniently located in the heart of downtown Milwaukee, the UW-Milwaukee School of Continuing Education 
Conference Center occupies the entire seventh floor of the historic Plankinton building. With 50,000 square 
feet of renovated classroom and meeting areas, it offers a sophisticated learning environment for WCTE’s 2015 
convention.

Denise Meyer
2015 Convention Director

This interactive keynote will 
explore how inquiry is THE model 
of instruction for developing 
deep conceptual and procedural 
understanding that leads to transfer 
and application of learning in the 
real world. It will also explore how 
inquiry is uniquely suited to assist 
students to meet the Common Core 
State Standards and upcoming 
assessments modeled on the NAEP 
and PISA assessments of student 
knowledge and expertise.

Jeff Wilhelm is professor of English 
Education at Boise State University.

He is the founding director of the 
Boise State Writing Project which 
supports over 1,000 teachers each 
year with professional development.

He is a highly regarded author or 
co-author of 24 books about literacy 
and literacy education.
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